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Common Understanding of 
Neurodevelopmental Trauma

• There are neurological differences that are 
driving these survival type behaviors

• We view these students as needing help and 
to be in relationship, not as just needing to 
“make better choices”

These children have brains best prepared
to try and survive against the odds 

in an unsafe world.

They are not neurologically prepared 
to thrive in a safe environment.

The developments that would have 
helped them survive if they had stayed in 

their original environment are now 
maladaptive.

Just because a student makes it through the 
day does not mean the student was 

successful.

“Getting through” does not mean anything 
was learned or accomplished.

The reason working with a student with a 
trauma brain is so difficult is because to 

change the behavior,                                        
you have to change the brain. AN INTRODUCTION 

TO ADDRESSING 
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
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It’s the Wrong Question

• Acknowledge that these are not behavioral 
problems
– These are neurological difficulties

• If you see the student as having (being?) 
behavioral problems, you’ll respond 
differently to him than if you see him as 
struggling to feel safe and calm

• These behaviors are signs they need help
– Not attempts to make you crazy or cause trouble

• Logic
• Punishment
• Reinforcement
• Time outs
• Grounding
• Taking away privileges or objects
• Yelling
• Shame

What Likely WON’T Work

• Even if these techniques work at times, the 
effects will likely be more short term and 
inconsistent

• The problem?
– These are the majority of our tools

• The caveat:
– That doesn’t always mean you don’t use these 

techniques, especially when a student is in a 
calmer arousal state

What Likely WON’T Work

• Why don’t these things work?
– These techniques operate on assumptions of 

trust, safety, and a “thinking” brain
• The students are operating on assumptions of danger, 

threat, and a “surviving” brain

– These techniques assume the student is 
functioning at his chronological age
• These students tend to function well below that 

emotionally – often as infants or toddlers

Why Don’t They Work?

• The limbic system is often in charge
– It is reactive
– It can react in only 50 milliseconds
– That’s not enough time to “think” or “reason”

Why Don’t They Work?

1.Calm
2.Alert

3.Alarm
4.Fear

5.Terror

Stages of Stress

(Perry & Szalavitz, 2017)

Where traditional 
strategies tend to 

be effective

Where kids with 
neurodevelopmental 

trauma tend to be
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1. To keep stress levels low enough that the 
thinking brain remains in charge
– Primary goal but often the end outcome

2. If the limbic system is in charge, to keep it 
from perceiving threat

3. If the limbic system reacts, to work to calm it 
as quickly as possible
– Often have to start with this as the goal

Goals Then Become

SAFE &
CONSISTENT

If you focus on intentionally creating an 
environment that is 

SAFE and CONSISTENT
you won’t have as much need for 

interventions - especially over time.

• Safety is more the concrete absence of danger 
or stress 

• We need to establish safety before a student 
with a trauma history is likely to feel secure 
with us

Creating Safety

• How do you establish safety?
– By meeting basic needs: food, water, shelter
– By keeping harm from coming to the student

• This means there are some boundaries, that if crossed, 
should require an immediate and previously known 
consequence

Creating Safety

• Keeping boundaries for safety is extremely 
important
– Doing so may not be helpful to getting the acting 

student to calm down in that moment, but it WILL be 
helpful to creating safety for everyone else and to 
yourself

– It is also helpful to the acting student to know later 
that you were willing to keep a firm boundary
• Allowing students to become unsafe and failing to issue a 

consequence when they cross that boundary will not allow a 
student to feel they can trust you

Creating Safety
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Try a Combination of

• Consistency is about routines and predictable 
expectations

• Students with trauma histories will often need 
more practice and exposure to these routines 
and more clearly broken down and laid out 
expectations for them to see them as 
predictable
– Break it down, lay it out, practice it

Creating Consistency

• In students with trauma histories, a sense of 
safety will often depend on:
– How you establish the environment
– How you establish yourself
– The student’s ability to trust this

Focus on the Relationship

Healing is about recovering what was lost or 
broken.

Target your interventions to that.

Sometimes you just need to do the same 
thing over an over for a period of time.

WHAT DOES 
BEHAVIOR 
MANAGEMENT 
LOOK LIKE

• You start by how you set up your classroom 
and expectations

• You start by creating an environment that will 
support a traumatized student in being 
successful

• You start by changing how you view problem 
behaviors when they do occur
– But the goal is prevention

So Where Do You Start?
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• Watch your posture and demeanor when you 
make a request/give a redirection
– Get lower than the student’s eyes
– Keep your eyebrows low
– Keep a smile on your face when appropriate
– Keep your voice calm

Change Your Approach Coregulate

• Externally regulate the student
– You are how they will remain calm
– You are how they will calm down once escalated

• Be the external brain
– Provide the response

• Before or after
– “Redo” or “Try again”
– Put intention to the unintentional behaviors

• Model appropriate behaviors
• Don’t be resistant to soothing and stepping in

Coregulate

• If the child is cycling in a high arousal state of 
fear, anxiety, or rage, don’t focus on “pushing 
through” to get to an end
– Learning is not likely to occur here
– It will be exhausting

• Side step instead
– Distract, use humor, do something silly or 

unexpected, etc.

Coregulate

Be Playful

• Use a playful voice
• Use humor

– Not sarcasm

• Stay silly (yes, even with adolescents)
• Respond playfully even to “behavioral issues” 

when its safe to do so
• Teach through play

– Even with teens SUMMARY
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• Prevent rather than intervene
• Build the relationship every moment that you 

can – even the hard ones
• Pair high care with firm boundaries
• If it’s not a safety risk, prioritize play and 

opportunities to redo over sending away

Summary

Every failure will deepen the trauma and 
strengthen the neural pathways contributing 

to the negative behaviors.

Limit the chance for failures.

Dr. Stephanie Grant

(616) 594-0554
sgrant@debh.org

facebook.com/stephaniegrantphd
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